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Abstract
For a smooth projective scheme X over a ring R on which p is nilpotent
that meets some general assumptions we prove that the crystalline coho-
mology is equipped with the structure of a higher display which is a rela-
tive version of Fontaine’s strongly divisible lattices. Frobenius-divisibility
is induced by the Nygaard filtration on the relative de Rham-Witt com-
plex. For a nilpotent PD-thickening S/R we also consider the associated
relative display and can describe it explicitly by a relative version of the
Nygaard filtration on the de Rham-Witt complex associated to a lifting of
X over S. We prove that there is a crystal of relative displays if moreover
the mod p reduction of X has a smooth and versal deformation space.
1 Introduction
For a ring R in which p is nilpotent, we constructed in [LZ07] an exact tensor
category of displays which contains the displays associated to p-divisible groups
[Zin02] as a full subcategory. If R = k is a perfect field, a display is a finitely
generated free W (k)-module M endowed with an injective Frobenius-linear
map F : M → M . In general, displays can be regarded as a relative version of
Fontaine’s strongly divisible lattices [Fon83]. For a smooth projective scheme
X over Spec R we developed a strategy in [LZ07] to equip the crystalline coho-
mology Hncris(X/W (R)) with the structure of a display. For a precise statement
see below. The following assumptions were essential in the construction of such
“geometric” displays:
There exists a compatible system of smooth liftings Xn/Wn(R) for n ∈ N
of X/R such that the following properties hold:
(A1) The cohomology groups Hi(Xn,Ω
j
Xn/Wn(R)
) are for each n, i and j
locally free Wn(R)-modules of finite type.
(A2) For each n the de Rham spectral sequence degenerates at E1
Ei,j1 = H
j(Xn,Ω
i
Xn/Wn(R)
)⇒ Hi+j(Xn,Ω•Xn/Wn(R))
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(compare (∗) and (∗∗) in ([LZ07], p.150) and assumptions 5.2, 5.3 in [LZ07]).
For example, these assumptions are satisfied by K3 surfaces, abelian schemes
and smooth relative complete intersections (see [LZ07], Introduction).
Let IR := VW (R) and WΩ
•
X/R be the relative de Rham-Witt complex as
constructed in [LZ04]. For r ≥ 0 define the complex N rWΩ•X/R as follows:
(WΩ0X/R)[F ]
d−→ (WΩ1X/R)[F ] d−→ · · · d−→ (WΩr−1X/R)[F ]
dV−−→WΩrX/R d−→ · · ·
This is a complex of W (R)-modules where (WΩiX/R)[F ], for i < r, is considered
as a W (R)-module via restriction of scalars along W (R)
F−→ W (R). It was
conjectured in ([LZ07], Conj. 5.8) that the predisplay structure (Appendix, Def.
A.5) on P0 := H
n
cris(X/W (R)), defined by the data Pr := Hn(X,N rWΩ•X/R)
and maps αˆr : IR ⊗ Pr → Pr+1, ιˆr : Pr+1 → Pr and Fˆr : Pr → P0 induced by
the corresponding maps of complexes αˆr : IR ⊗ N rWΩ•X/R → N r+1WΩ•X/R,
ιˆr : N r+1WΩ•X/R → N rWΩ•X/R and Fˆr : N rWΩ•X/R → WΩ•X/R given in
([LZ07], (5)) and the diagram below and in the same order between the vertically
written complexes
IS ⊗ (WΩ0X/R)[F ] (WΩ0X/R)[F ] (WΩ0X/R)[F ] WΩ0X/R
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
IS ⊗ (WΩr−1X/R)[F ] (WΩr−1X/R)[F ] (WΩr−1X/R)[F ] WΩr−1X/R
IS ⊗WΩrX/R (WΩrX/R)[F ] WΩrX/R WΩrX/R
IS ⊗WΩr+1X/R WΩr+1X/R WΩr+1X/R WΩr+1X/R
IS ⊗WΩr+2X/R WΩr+2X/R WΩr+2X/R WΩr+2X/R
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
p id
p id
F˜ V F
mult id pF
mult id p
2F
id⊗ d d d d
id⊗ d d d d
id⊗ dV d dV d
id⊗ d dV d d
id⊗ d d d d
id⊗ d d d d
define a display structure on P0 (Appendix, Def. A.7). (Note that in the
definition of αˆr, F˜ (V ξ ⊗ ω) := ξFω).
In this note we prove this conjecture under the assumption r ≤ n < p,
which is a standard hypothesis in integral p-adic Hodge theory, and prove the
following:
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Theorem 1.1.
(a) Let R be a local ring in which p is nilpotent, and let X be a smooth
projective scheme over Spec R. Assume that there exists a compatible system of
liftings Xn/Spec Wn(R) satisfying (A1) and (A2). Then the data (Pr, ιˆr, αˆr, Fˆr)
form a display structure PR on Hncris(X/W (R)) for r ≤ n < p.
(b) Assume that there exists in addition a frame A→ R and a smooth pro-
jective pA-adic lifting Y/Spf A of X such that the Yn := Y ×Spf A Spf A/pn
satisfy the analogous assumptions (A1) and (A2). Then the display struc-
ture on Hncris(X/W (R)) obtained by base change from the window structure on
Hncris(X/A) (compare [LZ07] Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 5.6) is isomorphic to
PR.
Remark . Theorem 1.1(a) was shown for reduced rings R in ([LZ07], Theorem
5.7).
In our second main result we derive a relative version of Theorem 1.1 on
relative displays using a modified version of the complexes N rWΩ•X/R. For this,
let S → R be a homomorphism of rings in which p is nilpotent and such that
the kernel a is equipped with nilpotent divided powers. In [LZ19] and [Gre16]
we considered the Witt frames WS , WS/R, WR (Appendix, Def. A.3, A.4) and
the canonical homomorphisms of frames WS u−→ WS/R and WS/R → WR. Let
X/Spec R be as before and let XS be a smooth projective lifting of X over
Spec S, admitting liftings (XS)n over Spec Wn(S) that satisfy the assumptions
(A1) and (A2). Let a˜ be the logarithmic Teichmu¨ller ideal in W (S), as defined
in ([Zin02], 1.4 and Appendix, Def. A.4). Then J := a˜ ⊕ VW (S) is the
kernel of the composite map W (S) → S → R and is again equipped with
a PD-structure (see [Zin02], 2.3). Define the complexN rrel/RWΩ•XS/S as follows:
(WOXS )[F ] ⊕ a˜rWOXS d⊕d−−→(WΩ1XS/S)[F ] ⊕ a˜r−1WΩ1XS/S
d⊕d−−→ · · ·
· · · d⊕d−−→ (WΩr−1XS/S)[F ] ⊕ a˜WΩ
r−1
XS/S
dV+d−−−−→WΩrXS/S
d−→ · · ·
The maps αˆr, ιˆr, Fˆr on N rWΩ•XS/S that define the predisplay structure on
Hncris(X/W (S)) = H
n
cris(XS/W (S)) can easily be extended to maps on the
complexes N rrel/RWΩ•XS/S , where multiplication by p on WΩ
j
XS/S
is replaced
by the map
pi : WΩjXS/S ⊕ a˜r−jWΩ
j
XS/S
→WΩjXS/S ⊕ a˜r−j−1WΩ
j
XS/S
which is multiplication by p on WΩjXS/S and the inclusion on the other sum-
mand. The divided Frobenius Fˆr is defined on the subcomplex N rWΩ•XS/S as
before and on a˜r−jWΩjXS/S it is defined to be the zero map. In analogy to
([LZ07], (5)) we get induced maps of complexes
αˆr : J ⊗N rrel/RWΩ•XS/S → N r+1rel/RWΩ•XS/S
ιˆr : N r+1rel/RWΩ•XS/S → N rrel/RWΩ•XS/S
Fˆr : N rrel/RWΩ•XS/S →WΩ•XS/S
It is then easy to see that the above data form a predisplay PS/R on the hyper-
cohomology of these complexes over the relative Witt frameWS/R (see ([LZ19],
Def. 2 and Appendix, Def. A.5). Then one has:
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Theorem 1.2.
(a) Let PS be the display over S constructed in Theorem 1.1(a). Then the
associated display u∗PS under the homomorphism of frames WS u−→ WS/R is
isomorphic to PS/R. In particular, the predisplay PS/R is a display over WS/R
in the sense of ([LZ19], Def. 3 and Appendix, Def. A.7).
(b) Assume that R is artinian local with perfect residue field k. Assume
that X0 := X ×R k has a smooth versal formal deformation space and that the
assumptions (32) and (33) of [LZ19] (analogous to (A1) and (A2)) are satisfied.
Then the display PS/R only depends - up to isomorphism - on X, not on the
lifting XS. The collection (PS/R)S→R where S → R are PD-morphisms defines
a crystal of relative displays.
Remark .
Relative displays were first considered by Zink [Zin02] and Lau [Lau14] in
their classification of p-divisible groups. Zink associated to a formal p-divisible
group G and a nilpotent PD-thickening S → R a relative display DS/R(G)
(which he calls a triple in [Zin02]) which is - up to isomorphism - the unique
relative display lifting the display associated to G over R to S. Using Dieudonne´
displays, i.e. displays defined over the small Witt ring [Zin01], Zink extended
the classification to all p-divisible groups over an artinian local ring with per-
fect residue field, see also [Lau14] and [Mes07]. Over slightly more general
rings, called admissible rings, Lau [Lau14] constructed a unique functor from p-
divisible groups to crystals of relative displays. The relative display is obtained
by base change from a window structure associated to the universal p-divisible
group over the deformation ring. The proof of Theorem 1.2(b) was inspired by
this construction.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions and proper-
ties of the relative de Rham-Witt complex [LZ04] including the comparison to
crystalline cohomology and the explicit description of the de Rham-Witt com-
plex of a polynomial algebra. In an appendix we recall the basic definitions of
the theory of higher displays including frames, windows and relative displays.
2 Proof of the theorems
Theorem 1.1(a) is a consequence of the following result which was conjectured
in ([LZ07], Conj. 4.1) and was recently proved by the second named author in
([Lan18], Thm. 0.2) under the assumption r < p:
Theorem 2.1. Let R be a ring on which p is nilpotent and let X/Spec R be
smooth projective, and Xn/Spec Wn(R) a compatible system of smooth liftings.
Let FrΩ•Xn/Wn(R) be the following complex:
IR ⊗OXn pd−→ IR ⊗ Ω1Xn/Wn(R)
pd−→ · · · pd−→ IR ⊗ Ωr−1Xn/Wn(R)
d−→ ΩrXn/Wn(R)
d−→ · · ·
where IR := VWn−1(R), and let N rWnΩ•X/R be the Nygaard complex, given as
(Wn−1Ω0X/R)[F ]
d−→ (Wn−1Ω1X/R)[F ]
d−→ · · · d−→ (Wn−1Ωr−1X/R)[F ]
dV−−→WnΩrX/R
d−→ · · ·
Then FrΩ•Xn/Wn(R) and N rWnΩ•X/R are isomorphic in the derived category of
Wn(R)-modules for r < p.
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2.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1(a)
Under the assumptions (A1) and (A2) it follows from [LZ07] Propositions 3.2
and the projection formula Proposition 3.1 that one has a degenerating spectral
sequence Ei,j1 ⇒ Hi+j(Xn,FrΩ•Xn/Wn(R)) where
Ei,j1 =
{
IR ⊗Hj(Xn,ΩiXn/Wn(R)) for i < r
Hj(Xn,Ω
i
Xn/Wn(R)
) for i ≥ r
It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1 ([Lan18], Theorem 0.2) that the iso-
morphisms FrΩ•Xn/Wn(R) ∼= N rWnΩ•X/R are compatible for varying n and yield
an isomorphism FrΩ•X•/W•(R) ∼= N rW•Ω•X/R of procomplexes in Dpro,Zar(X).
This induces an isomorphism resp. a decomposition
Pr = Hn(X,FrΩ•X•/W•(R)) ∼= IRL0 ⊕ IRL1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ IRLr−1 ⊕ Lr ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ln
where Li := H
n−i(X,ΩiX•/W•(R)). Since the divided Frobenius Fˆr is defined
on Hn(X,FrΩ•X•/W•(R)) via Theorem 2.1, we can define Φr : Lr → P0 by
Φr := Fˆr|Lr .
To show that (Pr, Fˆr, ιˆr, αˆr) defines a display onH
n
cris(X/W (R)) is equivalent
to the condition that
n⊕
i=0
Φi :
n⊕
i=0
Li →
n⊕
i=0
Li
is a σ-linear isomorphism, or equivalently that det(⊕ni=0Φi) ∈ W (R)×. This is
reduced by base change to the case that R = k is a perfect field in the same
way as in the proof of ([LZ07] Thm. 5.5), and then follows from ([Fon83], p.91)
and ([Kat87], Prop. 2.5).
2.2 Proof of Theorem 1.2(a)
We are going to explicitly construct displays over the relative Witt frames. For
this, let S → R be a homomorphism of rings in which p is nilpotent and such
that the kernel a is equipped with divided powers. Then the kernel of W (S)→ R
is a˜⊕ IS where IS := VW (S) and a˜ is the logarithmic Teichmu¨ller ideal. Then
we consider the relative Witt frame WS/R as defined in [LZ19].
We first prove a relative version of Theorem 2.1:
Theorem 2.2. Let XS/Spec S be a smooth projective lifting of X/Spec R and
assume that XS admits a compatible system of smooth liftings (XS)n over
Spec Wn(S). Set IS := VWn−1(S). Let Filrrel/RΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S) be the follow-
ing complex:
ISO(XS)n⊕a˜rO(XS)n
pd⊕d−−−→ ISΩ1(XS)n/Wn(S) ⊕ a˜r−1Ω1(XS)n/Wn(S)
pd⊕d−−−→ · · ·
· · · pd⊕d−−−→ ISΩr−1(XS)n/Wn(S) ⊕ a˜Ω
r−1
(XS)n/Wn(S)
d+d−−→ Ωr(XS)n/Wn(S)
d−→ · · ·
and let N rrel/RWnΩ•XS/S be the following complex:
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(Wn−1OXS )[F ]⊕a˜rWnOXS d⊕d−−→ (Wn−1Ω1XS/S)[F ] ⊕ a˜r−1WnΩ1XS/S
d⊕d−−→ · · ·
· · · d⊕d−−→ (Wn−1Ωr−1XS/S)[F ] ⊕ a˜WnΩ
r−1
XS/S
dV+d−−−−→WnΩrXS/S
d−→ · · ·
Then for r < p the complexes Filrrel/RΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S) and N rrel/RWnΩ•XS/S are
quasi-isomorphic.
Proof. First notice that we may write Filrrel/RΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S) andN rrel/RWnΩ•XS/S as the mapping cones of certain morphisms of complexes:
Filrrel/RΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S) = Cone(a˜(r)Ω<r(XS)n/Wn(S)[−1]
f−→ FrΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S))
and
N rrel/RWnΩ•XS/S = Cone(a˜(r)WnΩ<rXS/S [−1]
g−→ N rWnΩ•XS/S)
where a˜(r)Ω<r(XS)n/Wn(S) and a˜
(r)WnΩ
<r
XS/S
are the truncated complexes of the
complexes a˜(r)Ω•(XS)n/Wn(S)
a˜rO(XS)n −d−−→ a˜r−1Ω1(XS)n/Wn(S)
−d−−→ · · · −d−−→ a˜Ωr−1(XS)n/Wn(S)
−d−−→ a˜Ωr(XS)n/Wn(S)
−d−−→ · · ·
and a˜(r)WnΩ
•
XS/S
a˜rWnOXS −d−−→ a˜r−1WnΩ1XS/S
−d−−→ · · · −d−−→ a˜WnΩr−1XS/S
−d−−→ a˜WnΩrXS/S
−d−−→ · · ·
respectively. The morphisms f and g are respectively given by
0 a˜rO · · · a˜2Ωr−2 a˜Ωr−1 0 · · ·
ISO ISΩ1 · · · ISΩr−1 Ωr Ωr+1 · · ·
0 0 d
−d −d −d
pd pd pd d d d
(2.3)
and
0 a˜rWnO · · · a˜2WnΩr−2 a˜WnΩr−1 0 · · ·
(Wn−1O)[F ] (Wn−1Ω1)[F ] · · · (Wn−1Ωr−1)[F ] WnΩr WnΩr+1 · · ·
0 0 d
−d −d −d
d d d dV d d
(2.4)
(we briefly omitted the subscripts for typographical reasons). We will construct
a morphism of distinguished triangles in the derived category
a˜(r)Ω<r(XS)n/Wn(S)[−1] FrΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S) Filrrel/RΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S)
a˜(r)WnΩ
<r
XS/S
[−1] N rWnΩ•XS/S N rrel/RWnΩ•XS/S
f +1
g +1
(2.5)
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where the middle vertical arrow is the quasi-isomorphism of Theorem 2.1 and
the left vertical map is defined as follows:
Assume first that there exists a closed embedding (XS)n
i−→ Zn into a projec-
tive smooth Wn(S)-scheme which is a Witt lift of Zn×Spec Wn(S) Spec S = ZS in
the sense of [LZ04] Definition 3.3. Such a Witt lift always exists locally ([LZ04]
Prop. 3.2 and remarks after Def. 3.3) and induces maps OZn → Wn(OZS ) →
Wn(OXS ). Let ODn be the PD-envelope of i and let I[r] be the divided power
ideal with I = ker(OZn → O(XS)n). The comparison with crystalline coho-
mology yields a chain of quasi-isomorphisms [BO78] Theorem 7.1 and [LZ04]
Theorem 3.5
Ω•(XS)n/Wn(S)
∼=←− Ω•Dn/Wn(S)
∼=−→WnΩ•XS/S (2.6)
We construct a complex a˜(r)Ω<rDn/Wn(S) together with a diagram of maps
a˜(r)Ω<r(XS)n/Wn(S) ← a˜(r)Ω<rDn/Wn(S) → a˜(r)WnΩ<rXS/S (2.7)
The argument is very similar to the proof of [Lan18] Theorem 0.2. Consider the
following diagram for r < p
a˜rODn
a˜r−1I a˜r−1Ω1Dn
...
...
. . .
a˜2I[r−2]ODn a˜2I[r−3]Ω1Dn · · · a˜2Ωr−2Dn
a˜I[r−1]ODn a˜I[r−2]Ω1Dn · · · · · · a˜Ωr−1Dn a˜ΩrDn · · ·
−d
−d
−d
−d
−d
−d −d −d
−d −d −d −d −d
(2.8)
The complex I[s] → I[s−1]Ω1Dn → · · · → ΩsDn → Ωs+1Dn is exact in degrees < s
and quasi-isomorphic to Ω≥s(XS)n/Wn(S)[−s] by [BO78] Theorem 7.2. Since all
I[l]ΩkDn are - locally - free O(XS)n-modules by [BO78] Prop. 3.32, the complexes
I[s−•]Ω•Dn remain exact in degrees < s after ⊗Wn(S)S and ⊗Wn(S)R; they coin-
cide then with the corresponding complexes for the embeddings XS → ZS , resp
X → ZS ×Spec S Spec R, since a˜ is a direct summand of ker(Wn(S) → R) the
lower horizontal sequence in (2.8) is exact in degrees < r and quasi-isomorphic
to a˜Ω≥r−1(XS)n/Wn(S)[−(r−1)]. By an easy induction argument (replace R by S/al)
one sees that the other horizontal sequences in (2.8) are - up to the diagonal
term - exact as well. The degree wise sum of the two lower sequences is quasi-
isomorphic to(
a˜2Ωr−2(XS)n/Wn(S)
−d−−→ a˜Ωr−1(XS)n/Wn(S)
−d−−→ a˜Ωr(XS)n/Wn(S)
−d−−→ · · ·
)
[−(r − 2)]
Finally, the degree wise sum of all horizontal sequences yields a complex denoted
by a˜(r)Ω•Dn/Wn(S) which is quasi-isomorphic to a˜
(r)Ω•(XS)n/Wn(S). From the
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above we conclude that the complex a˜FilrΩ•Dn
a˜J [r]ODn −d−−→ a˜J [r−1]Ω1Dn
−d−−→ · · · −d−−→ a˜ΩrDn
−d−−→ a˜Ωr+1Dn
−d−−→ · · ·
is quasi-isomorphic to
(a˜Ωr(XS)n/Wn(S)
−d−−→ a˜Ωr+1(XS)n/Wn(S)
−d−−→ a˜Ωr+2(XS)n/Wn(S)
−d−−→ · · · )[−r]
The natural embedding of a˜FilrΩ•Dn into the lower horizontal complex in dia-
gram (2.8) defines an injective map
a˜FilrΩ•Dn → a˜(r)Ω•Dn/Wn(S)
We denote the mapping cone of this map by a˜(r)Ω<rDn/Wn(S). The notation is jus-
tified because the complex vanishes in degrees ≥ r. We see that a˜(r)Ω<rDn/Wn(S)
is quasi-isomorphic to a˜(r)Ω<r(XS)n/Wn(S).
Note that under the canonical map ODn → Wn(OXS ) the image of I is
contained in VWn−1(OXS ) and hence the image of a · I is zero in Wn(OXS ).
Hence the map ODn → Wn(OXS ), compatible with Frobenius, induces a well-
defined map
a˜(r)Ω•Dn/Wn(S) → a˜(r)WnΩ•XS/S
If one has two embeddings (XS)n
i−→ Zn, (XS)n i
′
−→ Z ′n into Witt lifts then by
considering the product embedding (XS)n
(i,i′)−−−→ Zn × Z ′n we get a well-defined
map in the derived category
a˜(r)Ω•(XS)n/Wn(S) → a˜(r)WnΩ•XS/S
which induces a map
a˜(r)Ω<r(XS)n/Wn(S) → a˜(r)WnΩ<rXS/S
on the truncated complexes. This defines (2.7).
To show that it is a quasi-isomorphism is a Zariski-local question on XS ,
so it suffices to check the case where XS = Spec B is affine and B is e´tale
over a polynomial algebra A := S[T1, . . . , Td]. Set An := Wn(S)[T1, . . . , Td] and
let φn : An → An−1 be the map extending F : Wn(S) → Wn−1(S) given by
setting φn(Ti) = T
p
i , and let δn : An → Wn(A) be the unique Wn(S)-algebra
homomorphism which sends each Ti to its Teichmu¨ller representative. Then
the data (An, φn, δn) is a Frobenius lift of A to W (S) (see §3 of [LZ04]). Since
A→ B is e´tale, there exists a unique set of liftings Bn of B which are each e´tale
over An, and homomorphisms ψn : Bn → Bn−1, n : Bn → Wn(B) which are
compatible with φn, δn. The morphism a˜
(r)Ω•Bn/Wn(S) → a˜(r)WnΩ•B/S is the
one induced by the n.
First let us treat the special case that B = A = S[T1, . . . , Td]; the quasi-
isomorphism is easy to establish because in this case the de Rham-Witt complex
has a rather explicit description (originally due to Illusie in the case of a perfect
field, and by §2 of [LZ04] in our generality). Indeed, the de Rham-Witt complex
decomposes into a direct sum of an integral part and an acyclic fractional part
([LZ04], (3.9)) and the fractional part is contained in the image of V resp. dV .
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We must check that the fractional part is still acyclic after multiplying by the
logarithmic Teichmu¨ller ideal a˜. But multiplying anything in the image of V by
an element a means applying Frobenius to a, and Frobenius kills a˜ by [Zin02]
Lemma 38, so we conclude that the fractional part of the de Rham-Witt complex
is annihilated by a˜.
Now we return to the general case where XS = Spec B for B e´tale over
A = S[T1, . . . , Td]. Choose an integer m such that p
mWn(S) = 0 and set
φm := φm+n ◦· · ·◦φn+1 : Am+n → An. Then for each l we have an isomorphism
(see the proof of [LZ04] Theorem 3.5)
ΩlBn/Wn(S)
∼= Bn ⊗An ΩlAn/Wn(S) ∼= Bm+n ⊗Am+n,φm ΩlAn/Wn(S)
and, likewise, for each j, l an isomorphism
a˜jΩlBn/Wn(S)
∼= Bn ⊗An a˜jΩlAn/Wn(S) ∼= Bm+n ⊗Am+n,φm a˜jΩlAn/Wn(S)
and this gives an isomorphism of complexes
a˜(r)Ω•Bn/Wn(S)
∼= Bm+n ⊗Am+n,φm a˜(r)Ω•An/Wn(S)
if we give the right-hand side the differential 1⊗−d.
Let
WnΩ
•
A/S = WnΩ
int,•
A/S ⊕WnΩfrac,•A/S
be the decomposition into integral and fractional parts, as mentioned above.
Note that this is a direct sum decomposition of complexes of Am+n-modules via
restriction of scalars Am+n
φm−−→ An. Then using the following facts proven in
[LZ04] Theorem 3.5 and Prop. 1.7
1. base change of WnΩ
• for e´tale maps
2. WnΩ
•
B/S
∼= Bm+n ⊗Am+n,φm WnΩ•A/S
we have
WnΩ
•
B/S = (Bm+n ⊗Am+n WnΩint,•A/S )⊕ (Bm+n ⊗Am+n WnΩfrac,•A/S )
=: WnΩ
int,•
B/S ⊕WnΩfrac,•B/S
Since WnΩ
frac,•
A/S is acyclic and Bm+n is a flat Am+n-module, WnΩ
frac,•
B/S is acyclic
too.
Then we define complexes a˜(r)WnΩ
•
B/S , a˜
(r)WnΩ
int,•
B/S and a˜
(r)WnΩ
frac,•
B/S in
exactly the same manner as at the beginning of the proof. Evidently we get a
direct sum decomposition
a˜(r)WnΩ
•
B/S = a˜
(r)WnΩ
int,•
B/S ⊕ a˜(r)WnΩfrac,•B/S
Since WnΩ
int,•
A/S
∼= Ω•An/Wn(S), we get an isomorphism
a˜(r)WnΩ
int,•
B/S
∼= Bm+n ⊗Am+n,φm a˜(r)WnΩint,•A/S
∼= Bm+n ⊗Am+n,φm a˜(r)Ω•An/Wn(S)
∼= a˜(r)Ω•Bn/Wn(S)
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Since a˜ annihilates the fractional part WnΩ
•
A/S as observed above, we get that
a˜(r)WnΩ
frac,•
B/S vanishes. Hence we obtain an isomorphism
a˜(r)WnΩ
•
B/S
∼= a˜(r)Ω•Bn/Wn(S)
and likewise for the truncated complexes
a˜(r)WnΩ
<r
B/S
∼= a˜(r)Ω<rBn/Wn(S)
as desired. Since the construction of this isomorphism using PD-envelopes of
embeddings into Witt lifts is compatible with the construction of the comparison
map
FrΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S) → N rWnΩ•X/S
([Lan18], Theorem 0.2) the diagram (2.5) commutes on the left.
Let FilrΩ•Dn/Wn(S) be the complex constructed in the proof of [Lan18, The-
orem 0.2] (see page 1868). Analogously to the map
f : a˜(r)Ω<r(XS)n/Wn(S)[−1]→ FrΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S)
in (2.3), one can define a canonical map
f˜ : a˜(r)Ω<rDn/Wn(S)[−1]→ FilrΩ•Dn/Wn(S)
which is the zero map in degrees 6= r and equal to d in degree r. Let
Filrrel/RΩ•Dn/Wn(S) be the mapping cone of f˜ . One obtains a commutative
diagram of complexes
a˜(r)Ω<r(XS)n/Wn(S)[−1] FrΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S) Filrrel/RΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S) · · ·
a˜(r)Ω<rDn/Wn(S)[−1] FilrΩ•Dn/Wn(S) Filrrel/RΩ•Dn/Wn(S) · · ·
a˜(r)WnΩ
<r
XS/S
[−1] N rWnΩ•XS/S N rrel/RWnΩ•XS/S · · ·
f +1
f˜ +1
g +1
(2.9)
where the right vertical arrows are canonical maps induced on the level of
mapping cones by the commutative diagrams of complexes on the left. Since
the vertical arrows on the left and in the middle of the diagram are quasi-
isomorphisms by construction, the vertical arrows on the right hand side are
also quasi-isomorphisms. This proves that (2.5) is a morphism of distinguished
triangles in the derived category where all vertical arrows are isomorphisms.
In the absence of a global embedding into a Witt lift one proceeds by sim-
plicial methods as in the proof of [Lan18] Theorem 0.2, [LZ04] §3.2 and [Ill79]
II.1. to obtain Theorem 2.2. For the convenience of the reader we recall the
argument. Let (XS)n(i), i ∈ I be a covering of (XS)n inducing a covering
XS(i) of XS and an embedding (XS)n(i) → (ZS)n(i) which is a Witt lift of
ZS(i) := (ZS)n(i)×Wn(S) S. We set
(XS)n(i1, . . . , ir) = (XS)n(i1) ∩ · · · ∩ (XS)n(ir)
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(and likewise for XS itself) and
(ZS)n(i1, . . . , ir) = (ZS)n(i1)×Wn(S) · · · ×Wn(S) (ZS)n(ir)
We denote by Dn(i1, . . . , ir) the PD-envelope of the canonical morphism
(XS)n(i1, . . . , ir) → (ZS)n(i1, . . . , ir). One gets simplicial schemes X•S →
(XS)
•
n → D•n → (ZS)•n and an isomorphism in the derived category of sim-
plicial complexes of sheaves on X•S
Filrrel/RΩ•(XS)•n → N
r
rel/RWnΩ
•
X•S/S
Let X•S
θ−→ XS be the natural augmentation. By applying Rθ∗ we get by coho-
mological descent in the Zariski topology the desired isomorphism in Theorem
2.2.
We now prove Theorem 1.2(a). As in Theorem 2.1, the isomorphisms be-
tween the complexes in Theorem 2.2 are compatible for varying n. One first
assumes the existence of a compatible system of embeddings into Witt lifts; in
the general case one uses again simplicial methods as outlined in [Lan18] to ob-
tain an isomorphism of procomplexes Filrrel/RΩ•(XS)•/W•(S) ∼= N rrel/RW•Ω•XS/S .
Let
(PS/R)r = Hn(XS ,N rrel/RW•Ω•XS/S) = Hn(XS ,Filrrel/RΩ•(XS)•/W•(S))
Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.1(a), we see that the E1-
spectral sequence associated to the complex Filrrel/RΩ•(XS)•/W•(S) degenerates.
This implies a decomposition
(PS/R)r = JrL0 ⊕ Jr−1L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ JLr−1 ⊕ Lr ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ln
where Li = H
n−i((XS)•,Ωi(XS)•/W•(S)) and Ji = a˜i ⊕ IS (compare the con-
struction of standard displays over the relative Witt frame WS/R in [LZ19] and
Appendix, Def. A.6).
The maps Fˆr : (PS/R)r → (PS/R)0 = Hncris(X/W (S)) induce maps Φr :
Lr → (PS)0 by Φr = Fˆr|Lr. To show that ((PS/R)r, Fˆr, ιˆr, αˆr) defines a relative
display on Hncris(X/W (S)) is equivalent to the condition that
n⊕
i=0
Φi : L0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ln → (PS)0
is a σ-linear isomorphism. The argument is the same as in the proof of Theo-
rem 1.1(a). On the level of standard displays (i.e. displays given by standard
data), the relative display associated to the display PS is given by the inclusions
(Appendix, Remark A.8)
ISL0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ISLr−1 ⊕ Lr ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ln ↪→ JrL0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ JLr−1 ⊕ Lr ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ln
Since the chain of quasi-isomorphisms between FrΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S) andN rWnΩ•XS/S and between Filrrel/RΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S) and N rrel/RWnΩ•XS/S are com-
patible under the inclusion maps (see the commutative diagram (2.5))
FrΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S) ↪→ Filrrel/RΩ•(XS)n/Wn(S)
and
N rWnΩ•XS/S ↪→ N rrel/RWnΩ•XS/S
we conclude that u∗PS = PS/R. This proves Theorem 1.2(a).
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2.3 Proof of Theorem 1.1(b)
Let A → R be a frame for R such that the kernel a is equipped with divided
powers, by definition A is equipped with a lifting σ : A → A of the Frobenius
A/pA → A/pA. We consider the Cartier map A → W (A) into the Witt ring
([Ill79], 0.1.3.16). Then A→ R factors through
A→W (A)→W (R)→ R
The kernel J of W (A)→ R is a˜⊕ VW (A) = a˜⊕ IA, where a˜ is the logarithmic
Teichmu¨ller ideal, equipped again with divided powers. We then get a second
frame (W (A),J , σ, σ˙) for R, where σ is the Frobenius on W (A) and σ˙ : J →
W (A), a + V ξ 7→ ξ. This is the definition of the relative Witt frame WA/R
(Appendix, Def. A.4).
Assuming the existence of liftings Y/Spf A of X that satisfy (A1) and (A2),
we get by base change liftings Y˜/Spf W (A) that also satisfy (A1) and (A2). It
is therefore enough to show Theorem 1.1(b) by working with the relative Witt
frame WA/R and the lifting Y˜. Then a window over W (A) ([LZ07], Def. 5.1
and Appendix, Def. A.2) is the same as a display PA/R over the relative Witt
frame WA/R. We denote now by PA/R the display associated to the lifting Y˜
that exists by ([LZ07], Thm. 5.5). Let Ym,s := Y˜ ×W (A) Ws(A/pm). Then
(PA/R)r = lim←−
s,m
Hncris(X,J [r]X/Ws(A/pm))
is equipped with a divided Frobenius Fr =
F
pr where F is the Frobenius on crys-
talline cohomology. Assume A → R factors through A/pm → R. By ([BO78],
Thm. 7.2) the groups
Hncris(X,J [r]X/W (A/pm)) = lim←−
s
Hncris(X,J [r]X/Ws(A/pm))
are the hypercohomology groups of the procomplexes Fil[r]Ω•Y•,m/W•(A/pm) de-
fined as follows:
(a˜[r]m ⊕ pr−1IA/pm)Ω0Y•,m/W•(A/pm)
d−→ (a˜[r−1]m ⊕ pr−2IA/pm)Ω1Y•,m/W•(A/pm)
d−→ · · ·
· · · d−→ (a˜m ⊕ IA/pm)Ωr−1Y•,m/W•(A/pm)
d−→ ΩrY•,m/W•(A/pm)
d−→ · · ·
where a˜m is the logarithmic Teichmu¨ller ideal associated to am := ker(A/p
m →
R) and IA/pm := VW (A/p
m), and we have used that a˜m · IA/pm = 0 and for
the ideal Jm = ker(W (A/pm)→ R) we have J [s]m = a˜[s]m ⊕ ps−1IA/pm .
As A and W (A) are p-torsion free, multiplication by p on W (A) and the
pro-group W•(A/p•) is injective, hence the procomplexes Fil[r]Ω•Y•,•/W•(A/p•)
and Fil[r]rel/RΩ•Y•,•/W•(A/p•), defined as
(a˜
[r]
• ⊕ IA/p•)Ω0Y•,•/W•(A/p•)
d⊕pd−−−→ (a˜[r−1]• ⊕ IA/p•)Ω1Y•,•/W•(A/p•)
d⊕pd−−−→ · · ·
· · · d⊕pd−−−→ (a˜• ⊕ IA/p•)Ωr−1Y•,•/W•(A/p•)
d−→ ΩrY•,•/W•(A/p•)
d−→ · · ·
are isomorphic. By Theorem 2.2, the procomplexes Fil[r]rel/RΩ•Y•,•/W•(A/p•) and
N rrel/RW•Ω•Y•/(A/p•), defined as
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a˜r•W•OY• ⊕ (W•OY•)[F ] d⊕d−−→ a˜r−1• W•Ω1Y•/(A/p•) ⊕ (W•Ω1Y•/(A/p•))[F ]
d⊕d−−→ · · ·
· · · d⊕d−−→ a˜•W•Ωr−1Y•/(A/p•) ⊕ (W•Ω
r−1
Y•/(A/p•)
)[F ]
d+dV−−−−→W•ΩrY•/(A/p•)
d−→ · · ·
are quasi-isomorphic. This implies that
(PA/R)r = Hn(Y•,N rrel/RW•Ω•Y•/(A/p•))
and the divided Frobenius on (PA/R)r is induced by the divided Frobenius on
N rrel/RW•Ω•Y•/(A/p•). It is unique because A and W (A) are p-torsion free.
The morphism of framesWA/R −→WR induces a base change ∗ on displays.
Let X˜ := Y˜ ×Spf W (A) Spec W (R) be the induced lifting of X over W (R). The
standard display defined on L˜0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ L˜n with
L˜i = H
n−i(Y˜,ΩiY˜/Spf W (A))
is transformed into the standard display on L0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ln with
Li = L˜i ⊗W (A) W (R) = Hn−i(X˜,ΩiX˜/W (R))
Note that under the composite map κ : A → W (A) → W (R), κ(a) ∈ IR for
a ∈ a, hence the image of a˜⊕ IA in W (R) is IR.
We have canonical reduction maps
Fil[r]rel/RΩ•Y•,•/W•(A/p•) → FrΩ•X˜/W•(R)
and
N rrel/RW•Ω•Y•/(A/p•) → N rW•Ω•X/R
Under the base change of displays ∗PA/R is a display over R with
(∗PA/R)r given by the hypercohomology of FrΩ•X˜/W (R). Since the quasi-
isomorphisms between Fil[r]rel/RΩ•Y•,•/W•(A/p•) and N rrel/RW•Ω•Y•/(A/p•) and be-
tween FrΩ•
X˜/W (R)
and N rW•Ω•X/R are compatible under the canonical reduc-
tion maps, we see that the divided Frobenius Fr on (∗PA/R)r obtained by
base change coincides with the divided Frobenius on the Nygaard complexes
N rW•Ω•X/R. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1(b).
2.4 Proof of Theorem 1.2(b)
As in the theorem, we assume that R is an artinian local W (k)-algebra with
residue field k, and that the special fibre X0 is a smooth projective variety with
smooth versal deformation space S. Write X/S for the versal family. Then
S ∼= Spf A, where A = W (k)Jt1, . . . , thK is a formal power series algebra over
W (k).
Suppose now that XS is a deformation of X/R over a PD-thickening S  R
and let us write PS(XS) for theWS-display structure on Hncris(X/W (S)). Write
u : WS → WS/R for the frame homomorphism. Then we must prove that the
relative display PS/R = u∗PS does not depend on the lifting XS . That is to say,
given another deformation X ′S of X over S with associated display PS(X ′S), the
relative displays PS/R(XS) := u∗PS(XS) and PS/R(X ′S) := u∗PS(X ′S) coincide.
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By the versality of S, the deformations XS and X
′
S are induced by two
W (k)-algebra homomorphisms A
x
⇒
y
S. Let Atriv = (A, 0, A, σ, σ/p) be the
trivial frame for A and write PtrivA for the Atriv-window structure on the versal
family (given by [LZ07] Thm 5.5). Then PS/R(XS) and PS/R(X ′S) are the base
change of PtrivA along the two induced frame homomorphisms
Atriv
x
⇒
y
WS/R
that arise from the commutative diagram
A
A
S
R
=
x
y
That is PS/R(XS) = x∗PtrivA and PS/R(X ′S) = y∗PtrivA .
Now consider the following diagram
0 J B := A⊗ˆW (k)A A 0
S R
mult.
Write DB(J) for the PD-envelope of (B, J). Similarly, set A0 :=
W (k)[T1, . . . , Th], B0 := A0 ⊗W (k) A0, J0 := ker(B0 mult.−−−→ A0) and write
DB0(J0) for the PD-envelope of (B0, J0). Then DB0(J0) is the PD-polynomial
algebra over B0 in h variables. Since A = W (k)Jt1, . . . , thK is flat over A0 =
W (k)[t1, . . . , th], [BO78] Prop. 3.21 gives that DB(J) is the PD-polynomial al-
gebra over B in h variables. In particular, DB(J) is a flat DB0(J0)-module, so
is certainly p-torsion free. We get a diagram
DB(J) S
A R
Let D̂B(J) := lim←−nDB(J)/p
n denote the p-adic completion of DB(J). Then
A =
(
D̂B(J)→ A
)
is a frame for A. The sections A ⇒ A ⊗W (k) A induce
frame morphisms
Atriv ⇒ A →WS/R
given by the following diagram
A
A
D̂B(J)
A
S
R
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Since the geometric construction of windows on Hncris(X/A) ([LZ07], Thm. 5.5)
is compatible with base change ([LZ07], Cor. 5.6), the base change of PtrivA
along both frame morphisms Atriv ⇒ A gives the same A-window; it is the
A-window PA given by applying ([LZ07], Thm. 5.5) to the frame A. We may
now conclude the proof since the WS/R-displays PS/R(XS) and PS/R(X ′S) are
both given by the base change of PA along A →WS/R.
A Appendix
In this appendix we recall the basic definitions of frames, windows and displays
as given in [LZ07] and [LZ19].
Definition A.1. Let R be a ring such that p is topologically nilpotent in R. A
frame (A, σ, α) for R consists of a torsion-free p-adic ring A with an endomor-
phism σ : A → A lifting the Frobenius on A/p and a surjective homomorphism
α : A→ R such that the kernel a = kerα has divided powers.
Definition A.2. Let A = (A, σ, α) be a frame for R. An A-window consists of
1. a finitely generated projective A-module P0
2. a descending filtration of P0 by A-submodules
Pi+1 ⊂ Pi ⊂ · · · ⊂ P1 ⊂ P0
3. σ-linear homomorphisms
Fi : Pi → P0
such that the following conditions are satisfied
1. aPi ⊂ Pi+1 ; Pi+1/aPi is a finitely generated projective R-module Ei+1 for
i ≥ 0. Let E0 = P0/aP0.
2. The inclusions in 2) induce injective R-module homomorphisms
Ei+1 → Ei → · · · → E0
3. aPi = Pi+1 for i large enough.
4. Fi(x) = pFi+1(x) for x ∈ Pi+1.
5. The union of the images Fi(Pi) for i ∈ Z≥0 generate P0 as an A-module.
It is then shown in [LZ07] page 181 that a window is isomorphic to a standard
window, that is there are finitely generated projective A-modules L0, . . . , Ld
with
d⊕
i=0
Li = P0 and σ-linear homomorphisms Φi : Li →
d⊕
j=0
Lj such that the
determinant of Φ0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Φd is a unit. Attached to this data we set for i ≥ 0
Pi = a
iL0 ⊕ ai−1L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ aLi−1 ⊕ Li ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ld
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and define Fi on Pi, that is Fi|ai−kLk for k < i resp. Fi|Lk for k ≥ i, as follows:
Fi(ax) =
σ(a)
pi−k
Φk(x) for 0 ≤ k < i, x ∈ Lk, a ∈ ai−k
Fi(x) = p
k−iΦk(x) for i ≤ k, x ∈ Lk.
Then these data (Pi, Fi) and the obvious inclusions Pi+1 → Pi form a window
called a standard window.
To define higher displays we will use frames over the ring of Witt vectors for
a given p-adic ring R.
Definition A.3. Let S be a p-adic ring and W (S) its Witt vectors. The Witt
frameWS = (W (S),J = IS , S, σ, σ˙) consists of the data IS = VW (S), W (S)→
S the augmentation map with kernel IS, σ the Frobenius on W (S) and σ˙ : IS →
W (S), V ξ 7→ ξ.
Definition A.4. Let S → R be a surjective homomorphism of p-adic rings
such that a becomes nilpotent in S/pS. Then the relative Witt frame WS/R =
(W (S),J , R, σ, σ˙) consists of the ideal J = ker(W (S) → R) which is a direct
sum J = a˜ ⊕ IS where IS = VW (S) is the augmentation ideal in W (S) and
a˜ ⊂ W (S) is the ideal consisting of logarithmic Teichmu¨ller representatives of
elements of a ([Zin02], 1.4). We recall the definition:
The divided powers on a yield divided Witt polynomials
w′n(a) =
n∑
i=0
piap
n−i
i =
n∑
i=0
(pn−i − 1)!γpn−i(ai)
for a = (a0, a1, . . .) ∈W (a), and an isomorphism
log : W (a)
'−→ aN
a 7→ (w′0(a), . . . , w′n(a), . . .)
Define a˜ = log−1(a, 0, 0, . . .). This is an ideal in W (S).
The map σ is the Frobenius on W (S). We have σ(a˜) = 0, IS · a˜ = 0 and
define σ˙ : J →W (S) by σ˙(a+ V ξ) = ξ for a ∈ a˜, ξ ∈W (S).
Then both WS and WS/R are equipped with maps called “Verju¨ngung”. In
the case of WS these are maps ν : IS ⊗ IS → IS , V ξ1 ⊗ V ξ2 7→ V (ξ1ξ2) with
iterations ν(k) : I⊗kS → IS , V ξ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ V ξk 7→ V (ξ1 · · · ξk), and pi : IS → IS ,
V ξ 7→ pV ξ. In the case of WS/R, the Verju¨ngung consists of the two maps
ν : J ⊗W (S) J → J and pi : J → J with
ν((a1 + V ξ1)⊗ (a2 + V ξ2)) = a1 · a2 + V (ξ1 · ξ2)
and
pi(a+ V ξ) = a+ pV ξ
with obvious iterations ν(k) that satisfy the properties (3) and (4) on page 7 of
[LZ19].
In the following let F be one of the frames considered above, that is F =WS
or F =WS/R.
Definition A.5. An F-predisplay (Pi, ιi, αi, Fi) consists of the following data:
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1. A sequence of W (S)-modules Pi for i ≥ 0.
2. Two sets of W (S)-module homomorphisms
ιi : Pi+1 → Pi , αi : J ⊗W (S) Pi → Pi+1
for i ≥ 0.
3. A set of σ-linear maps for i ≥ 0
Fi : Pi → P0
which satisfy the following properties:
1. Consider the following morphisms:
J ⊗ Pi Pi+1
J ⊗ Pi−1 Pi
αi
idJ ⊗ ιi−1 ιi
αi−1
the compositions ιi ◦αi and αi−1 ◦ (idJ ⊗ ιi−1) are the multiplication maps
J ⊗ Pi → Pi for all i.
2. Fi+1 ⊗ αi = F˜i
Here, for each σ-linear map f : M → N between W (S)-modules M,N , we
define a new σ-linear map f˜ : J ⊗M → N by f˜(η⊗m) = σ˙(η)f(m) for η ∈ J .
In the following we define standard data of a display over a Witt frame. In
the case of WS the definition is given in [LZ07] Definition 2.5. We only recall
the definition of standard data of a display over the relative Witt frame WS/R
given in [LZ19] page 7-8.
Definition A.6. A display given by standard data over the relative Witt frame
WS/R is given as follows:
It consists of finitely generated projective W (S)-modules L0, . . . , Ld and σ-
linear homomorphisms
Φi : Li → L0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ld
such that Φ0⊕· · ·⊕Φd : L0⊕· · ·⊕Ld → L0⊕· · ·⊕Ld is a σ-linear isomorphism.
Define Ji = a˜i ⊕ VW (S). Set
Pi = JiL0 ⊕ Ji−1L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ JLi−1 ⊕ Li ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ld
The map ιi is defined by the following diagram
Ji+1L0 ⊕ JiL1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ JLi ⊕ Li+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ld
JiL0 ⊕ Ji−1L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Li ⊕ Li+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ld
pi pi id id id
The homomorphisms αi : J ⊗ Pi → Pi+1 are defined as follows
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J ⊗ JiL0 ⊕ J ⊗ Ji−1L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ J ⊗ Li ⊕ J ⊗ Li+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ J ⊗ Ld
Ji+1L0 ⊕ JiL1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Li ⊕ Li+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ld
ν ν mult mult mult
Finally we define σ-linear maps Fi : Pi → P0 as
JiL0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ JLi−1 ⊕ Li ⊕ Li+1 ⊕ Li+2 ⊕ · · ·
L0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Li−1 ⊕ Li ⊕ Li+1 ⊕ Li+2 ⊕ · · ·
Φ˜0 Φ˜i−1 Φi pΦi+1 p
2Φi+2
where Φ˜j is defined by Φ˜j(ηlj) = σ˙(η)Φj(lj) for η ∈ Jj, lj ∈ Lj, j < i.
These data meet the requirements of a predisplay.
Definition A.7. Let F be either of the Witt frames considered above. Then
an F-display is an F-predisplay which is isomorphic to the display associated to
standard data. The choice of such an isomorphism is called a normal decompo-
sition.
For S → R a surjective PD-morphism one has the following morphisms of
frames equipped with Verju¨ngung
WS −→WS/R →WR
Remark A.8. For a morphism of frames with Verju¨ngung u : F → F ′, we
have a base change map of displays, that is the F ′-display u∗P obtained by base
change of an F-display P exists ([LZ19], Prop. 6).
For any WS-display PS we can associate the base change PS/R = ∗PS , we
also call the relative display for the morphism S → R associated to PS . It is
clear from the definitions that if PS has a normal decomposition with finitely
generated projective W (S)-modules Li, i = 0, . . . , d, then using the same finitely
generated projective modules Li for the relative display PS/R, the inclusion map
IS = VW (S)→ a˜i + IS = Ji (for a = ker(S → R)) and the obvious extensions
of ιi, αi, Fi to the Pi in Definition A.6 built from the Li defines the standard
data for u∗PS =: PS/R.
Remark A.9. If (Pi) is an A-window for a frame A = (A→ R) as in defini-
tions A.1–A.2, then there is an induced WR-display given by the composite ring
homomorphism κ : A→W (A)→W (R) that satisfies
κ(σ(a)) = Fκ(a) ; a ∈ A
κ
(
σ(a)
p
)
= V −1κ(a) ; a ∈ a
It is described explicitly for standard data associated to the window and also
gives an invariant construction in [LZ07] page 182.
Remark A.10. For S → R as above and the induced morphism of frames
WS → WR, the base change from WS-displays to WR-displays coincides with
the one given in [LZ07] Prop. 2.12.
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